AbstractÐAll-to-all communication is one of the most dense communication patterns and occurs in many important applications in parallel computing. In this paper, we present a new all-to-all broadcast algorithm in all-port meshes and tori. The algorithm utilizes a controlled message flooding based on a novel broadcast pattern, which ensures a balanced traffic load in all dimensions in the network so that the optimal transmission time for all-to-all broadcast can be achieved. The broadcast pattern is described in a formal, generic way for each node in terms of a few simple operations and can be easily built into router hardware. Unlike existing all-to-all broadcast algorithms, the new algorithm overlaps message switching time with transmission time in a pipelined fashion to reduce the total communication delay of all-to-all broadcast. In most cases, the total communication delay is close to the lower bound of all-to-all broadcast within a small constant range. Finally, the algorithm is conceptually simple and symmetrical for every message and every node so that it can be easily implemented in hardware and achieves the optimum in practice.
linear algebra operations, only all-to-all broadcast communication is needed [23] , [24] , [25] . In this paper, we will be mainly interested in efficient all-to-all broadcasting.
The networks considered in this paper are meshes and tori, which have a simple, regular topology and a bounded node degree. Meshes and tori have become more and more popular for interconnecting the processors in parallel and distributed computing systems due to their better scalability compared with high-dimensional networks such as hypercubes.
In this paper, we assume a communication model where each communication channel is full-duplex and each node has all-port capability. In other words, a node in the network can simultaneously send and receive messages on a channel and, at any time, each node can communicate with all its neighboring nodes simultaneously. We also assume that the messages broadcast from all nodes are of the same length.
There has been much work for all-to-all personalized exchange in meshes and tori, see, for example, [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , and for all-to-all broadcast in meshes and tori, see, for example, [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Most of the proposed all-to-all broadcast algorithms for meshes and tori utilize a combining approach in which the original messages are combined into longer messages to minimize the communication start-ups. Saad and Schultz [16] proposed an all-to-all broadcast algorithm for tori in which each node first sends a message along horizontal rings and then sends the messages collected (combined) in horizontal direction along vertical rings. Calvin et al. [17] presented a recursive algorithm for all-to-all broadcast in tori. In their algorithm, the torus is decomposed into smaller size subnetworks, the center of each subnetwork collects all messages within the subnetwork, then the messages collected are exchanged among the centers of different subnetworks, and, finally, each center broadcasts the messages from other subnetworks to all nodes in its own subnetwork. Juurlink et al. [19] also gave a recursive algorithm for all-to-all broadcast in meshes and tori. In the algorithm, messages from the nodes in the same row or column are combined to the nodes on diagonals of the mesh. In general, since these algorithms using the combining approach cannot take advantage of the full-port communication capability of a mesh or a torus, they require n P ÀI P yn steps for all-to-all broadcast in an n Â n torus.
On the other hand, a noncombining approach could be adopted for all-to-all broadcast in meshes and tori to fully use all the channels at each node. Meyer and Sibeyn [20] proposed a time-independent algorithm based on edgedisjoint Hamiltonian cycles for all-to-all broadcast in fullport tori. In their algorithm, the routing information at each node could be precomputed (offline), which makes fast switching possible. However, [20] shows that, if every node has only one message to send, it requires n P R yn steps for all-to-all broadcast in an n Â n torus, which is not optimal. Soch and Tvrdik [21] presented a time-optimal all-to-all broadcast algorithm for 2D tori and meshes which requires only nPÀI R steps. Their algorithm is based on time-arcdisjoint broadcast trees and is thus time-dependent. This implies that, for each routing decision, the router has to perform some nontrivial computations online. Also, the broadcast tree used in [21] is very complex, there are many cases to distinguish, and the description is mainly in the form of pictures. Due to the complex computation for routing decisions at each node, the algorithm is only suitable for packet-switched networks.
A common idea in designing all-to-all broadcast algorithms is to achieve some degree of parallelism in message transmission. In the existing work, although some degree of parallelism was achieved among the messages passing through different nodes, no time overlap for the messages passing through the same node. This is because, in these designs, each node can start to relay one message only after it completes the transmission of the previous message. In this paper, we adopt a different approach to further explore the parallelism in message transmission. We propose a new algorithm for all-to-all broadcast on 2D meshes and tori in which some degree of parallelism is achieved among the messages passing through the same node. The new algorithm will utilize a controlled message flooding based on a novel broadcast pattern, which ensures a balanced traffic load in all dimensions in the network so that the optimal transmission time for all-to-all broadcast (i.e., n P ÀI R steps for an n Â n torus) can be achieved. Also, the broadcast pattern can be described in a formal, generic way for each node in terms of a few simple operations and can be easily built into router hardware. Unlike existing allto-all broadcast algorithms, due to its fast switching time, the new algorithm can overlap message switching time with transmission time in a pipelined fashion to reduce the total communication delay of all-to-all broadcast. In most cases, the total communication delay is close to the lower bound of all-to-all broadcast within a small constant range. Finally, the algorithm is conceptually simple and symmetrical for every message and every node so that it can be easily implemented in hardware and achieves the optimum in practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some relevant properties of meshes and tori. Section 3 describes the broadcast pattern used in the new all-to-all broadcast algorithm. Section 4 presents the all-to-all broadcast algorithm. Section 5 gives the delay analysis of the algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
PROPERTIES OF MESHES AND TORI
In this section, we discuss some properties of meshes and tori that are useful in designing our all-to-all broadcast algorithm.
A two-dimensional mesh or torus we consider in this paper has n P nodes, with n nodes along each dimension. Each node is identified by two coordinates xY y. A node xY y in a mesh or torus may have up to four neighbors, x À IY y, x IY y, xY y À I, and xY y I, depending on the type of networks and the location of node xY y. In an infinite mesh, where each dimension has an infinite number of nodes, each node has exactly four neighbors. In an n Â n mesh, the nodes at four corners of the mesh have a degree of 2, other nodes on the boundary of the mesh have a degree of 3, and the rest of the nodes have a degree of 4. In an n Â n torus, each node has four neighbors, but the ªplus 1º and ªminus 1º operations are performed in modulo n.
The distance between two nodes I x I Y y I and P x P Y y P in a mesh or torus is defined as the length of the shortest path between these two nodes in the network. In a mesh, the distance between I and P is simply
while, in an n Â n torus, due to the wraprounds in both the horizontal and vertical directions, the distance is dist I Y P minfjx I À x P jY n À jx I À x P jg minfjy I À y P jY n À jy I À y P jgX P Fig. 1 shows the distance between two nodes in a mesh. If the distance between two nodes is d, we refer to one node as a d-neighbor of the other node. For example, in Fig. 1 , node ÀIY ÀI is a 6-neighbor of node PY P and vice versa. The diameter of a mesh or torus is the maximum distance between any two nodes in the network. Thus, for an n Â n mesh, the diameter is Pn À I, and, for an n Â n torus, the diameter is P n P . Fig. 1 . The distance between node ÀIY ÀI and node PY P in a mesh is 6.
The circle centered at node H in a mesh or torus is defined as the set of nodes which have an equal distance to H , while this distance is called the radius of the circle. The perimeter of a circle is defined as the cardinality of the node set of the circle. The perimeter of a circle with radius d is denoted as g d . Next, we explore some useful properties of circles in a mesh or torus. For presentational convenience, we first consider an infinite mesh. Lemma 1. In an infinite mesh, the perimeter of a circle with radius d is In total, there are Rd À I P P Rd different integer solutions of xY y for (4). That is, g d Rd.
t u Fig. 2 depicts the circles centered at the same node with different radii in a mesh, where the number on each node represents the distance between the node and the center.
Since a torus can be considered as a mesh with wraparound links, all nodes in a torus are topologically symmetric. The following two lemmas give the perimeter of a circle in an n Â n torus.
Lemma 2. In a Pk I Â Pk I torus, the perimeter of a circle with radius d, where H d Pk, is
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 1, we still consider a circle centered at node x H Y y H with radius d in an n Â n torus, where n Pk I, which can be expressed as a set
Notice that, in a torus, we must have that d P n P Ä Å Pk. Due to the node symmetry of a torus, without loss of generality, we can assume x H y H H and consider all nodes xY y for Àk xY y k. Then, g d is the number of different integer solutions of xY y for the equation minfjxjY n À jxjg minfjyjY n À jyjg dX T Since jxj k implies n À jxj Pk I À jxj ! k I b jxj, we obtain that minfjxjY n À jxjg jxj and, similarly, minfjyjY n À jyjg jyj. Therefore, (6) is equivalent to the equations
and we only need to find the number of different integer solutions for (7). Clearly, for H d k, (7) is equivalent to (4). Thus, Lemma 1 applies. It remains to prove the case of k I d Pk. Since jxj k implies jyj ! d À k, which in turn implies
Similarly to Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 1, we have y AEd À jxj. Thus, for a given x, there are two possible values for y. Since we have a total of Pk À d À k I PPk À d I possible values for x in this case, there are
It is interesting to verify that, in Lemma 2, if we take a summation of all d-neighbors of a node in a Pk I Â Pk I torus for all d, H d Pk, we obtain that 
which is exactly the total number of nodes in this torus. Fig. 3 shows the circles centered at a node with different radii in a S Â S torus, where the number on each node represents the distance between the node and the center. From Fig. 3 , we can see that, in a S Â S torus,
Lemma 3. In a Pk Â Pk torus, the perimeter of a circle with radius d, where H d Pk, is
A Pk Â Pk torus can be constructed by removing the leftmost column and the bottom row of a Pk I Â Pk I torus and keeping the wraparound links, as shown in Fig. 4 . Without loss of generality, we can consider a circle centered at node HY H (in the original Pk I Â Pk I torus) with radius d in both the Pk I Â Pk I torus and the Pk Â Pk torus. To distinguish the perimeters g d s in these two networks, we denote the g d s in the Pk I Â Pk I torus and the Pk Â Pk torus as g PkIYd and g PkYd , respectively. We also assign a number to each node in the two networks which is the distance between this node and the node HY H. Clearly, for a node which is in both networks, the number assigned in the Pk I Â Pk I torus is the same as that assigned in the Pk Â Pk torus. Therefore, we only need to focus on the numbers assigned to the nodes in the leftmost column and the bottom row of the Pk I Â Pk I torus. It can be verified that the numbers assigned to the nodes in the leftmost column are
and those assigned to the nodes in the bottom row are the same (see Fig. 4 ). Since the node in the left-bottom corner is in both the leftmost column and the bottom row, there are a total of PPk I À I Rk I nodes which are in the Pk I Â Pk I torus but not in the Pk Â Pk torus. Among these nodes, k is assigned to two nodes, Pk is assigned to three nodes, and each of k IY k PY F F F Y Pk À I is assigned to four nodes. Thus, the difference of perimeters g PkIYd and g PkYd satisfies the following relations:
Finally, since the perimeter g PkIYd satisfies (5) in Lemma 2 and, from (9), we immediately have
We can also verify that, in Lemma 3, if we take a summation of all d-neighbors of a node in a Pk Â Pk torus for all d, H d Pk, we obtain that
which is exactly the total number of nodes in this torus. Fig. 5 shows the circles centered at a node with different radii in a R Â R torus, where the number on each node represents the distance between the node and the center, and we can see that, in a R Â R torus,
Finally, it should be pointed out that, for an n Â n mesh, the g d s of different nodes may differ due to the fact that the nodes in a mesh are asymmetric. 4 . The relationship between a Pk Â Pk torus and a Pk I Â Pk I torus.
BROADCASTING IN A MESH OR TORUS
With the assumptions of full-duplex channels and all-port capability for each node, in Fig. 6 we depict the internal structure of a node with the buffers required for all-to-all broadcast in an n Â n mesh or torus. Inside each node, there is an n Â n buffer matrix to store the messages broadcast from all other nodes in the network; in addition, there are four pairs of first-in first-out buffers: four input buffers and four output buffers, with each input buffer associated with an input channel of the node and each output buffer associated with an output channel of the node. Fig. 7 shows the logical format of a message: It includes the source node address of the message and the content of the message. During all-to-all broadcasting, when a message enters a node from an input channel, it is stored into the corresponding location of the buffer matrix indexed by its source address, then it is multicast to some output buffers for broadcasting to other unvisited neighboring nodes of this node.
Lower Bound for Broadcast
Let be the startup time per message, which is the time required for the source node to prepare the message and initialize the communication; be the switching time, which includes the time to make the routing decision and the time to set a switch at a node; be the transmission time per byte; and v be the number of bytes per message. The following theorem gives lower bounds on the maximum communication delays of one-to-all broadcast and all-to-all broadcast in an n Â n mesh or torus. Theorem 1. 1) The maximum communication delay of one-to-all broadcast is at least Pn À Iv in an n Â n mesh and is at least P n P v in an n Â n torus.
2) The maximum communication delay of all-to-all broadcast in the all-port model is at least n P ÀI P v in an n Â n mesh, and is at least n P ÀI R v in an n Â n torus. Proof. Note that, in either one-to-all or all-to-all broadcast, we need a startup time and a switching time for at least one message (e.g., the first message on any path), even when we use a fully overlapped pipeline at message level. Therefore, 1) holds because, in one-to-all broadcast, the message from the source node needs to reach the farthest node and the diameters of a mesh and a torus are Pn À I and P n P , respectively. To obtain 2), we only need to show that the lower bounds on the transmission time in an n Â n mesh and torus in the all-port model are
It is easy to see this is true for a torus because for any node in the network, all other n P À I nodes need to send a message to this node and there are four input channels at each node in the torus. For a mesh, there may be two to four input channels at each node. In the worst case, there are two input channels at some nodes in the mesh. Thus, the lower bound on the transmission time in a mesh is
Broadcast Pattern
The basic idea of our algorithm is message flooding. To avoid sending the same message twice to a node, the broadcast is performed on a spanning tree rooted at the source node, which we refer to as a broadcast tree. Thus, the message flooding is a controlled flooding. A broadcast pattern for source node x H Y y H is a broadcast tree shown in Fig. 8 , which will be formally defined later. The broadcast from node x H Y y H can be logically divided into several phases. In phase d, the message originating from node x H Y y H reaches all its d-neighbors, for d ! I. Note that the number of phases in broadcast equals the diameter of the network. In the case of one-to-all broadcast, no channel contention occurs. Thus, each phase takes yI time.
However, in the case of all-to-all broadcast, each node broadcasts its message to other nodes in a radiant way. In this case, we need to take the channel contention into account. The buffers in each node are used to resolve the channel contention. To achieve minimum communication delay, we allow overlapping of the switching time of one message and the transmission time of another message and ensure that incoming messages arrived at a node are uniformly distributed to its four output buffers so that the lower bound on the total transmission time n P ÀI R v can be achieved. As can be seen later, the broadcast pattern we use in our algorithm can guarantee these features. We now formally describe the broadcast pattern of source node x H Y y H shown in Fig. 8 . For presentational convenience, we first consider an infinite mesh.
When a broadcast message originating from node x H Y y H reaches node xY y, it continues to broadcast to the neighbors of node xY y as follows: Case 1: x x H and y y H .
xY y broadcasts the message to all of its four neighbors xY y I, xY y À I, x IY y, and x À IY y.
Case 2: Either x x H or y y H but not both.
2.1: x x H and y T y H , i.e., along the y-axis. 2.1.1: y À y H is a positive odd number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y I and x À IY y.
2.1.2: y À y H is a positive even number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y I and x IY y.
2.1.3: y À y H is a negative odd number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y À I and x IY y.
2.1.4: y À y H is a negative even number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y À I and x À IY y.
2.2: x T x H and y y H , i.e., along the x-axis. 2.2.1: x À x H is a positive odd number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y I and x IY y.
2.2.2:
x À x H is a positive even number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y À I and x IY y.
2.2.3:
x À x H is a negative odd number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y À I and x À IY y.
2.2.4:
x À x H is a negative even number. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors xY y I and x À IY y.
3.4.1:
x À x H y À y H is odd. xY y sends the message to its neighbor x IY y.
3.4.2:
x À x H y À y H is even. xY y sends the message to its neighbor xY y À I.
Clearly, at any time, the message is always sent out in the direction leaving the origin (source node). In Case 1, starting from the origin, the message is broadcast to all its four neighbors; in Case 2, starting from a node with the same x-coordinate or y-coordinate as the origin, the message is multicast to two neighbors of the node; in Case 3, starting from a node with a different x-coordinate and y-coordinate from the origin, the message is sent to only one of its neighbors.
For an n Â n mesh, the broadcast pattern is essentially the same as the above except that the pattern is trimmed at the boundary of the mesh. Similarly, for an n Â n torus, it follows the same broadcast pattern, but the additions and subtractions are performed in modulo n. In addition, in the case of a torus, we need to check if a message is sent to a node twice because of the wraparound nature of the torus. To avoid unnecessary traffic in a torus, we can perform the checks in Table 1 .
Simplified Form of the Broadcast Pattern
The broadcast pattern described in the last section is regular and easy to understand. However, it is tedious to use when 
TABLE 1 Additional Checks for a Torus
we describe the broadcast algorithm and analyze the performance of the algorithm. We now introduce the following functions to simplify the description of the broadcast pattern.
We define a unit step function Á and a polar indicator function sÁ on nonzero integers as
We also define a modulo function mod P Á on all integers as
The following lemma gives a simplified form for the broadcast pattern described in the last section.
Lemma 4. The broadcast pattern given in the last subsection is equivalent to the following: When the broadcast message originating from the source x H Y y H reaches node xY y, it continues to broadcast to the neighbors of node xY y as follows: Case 1: x x H and y y H . xY y broadcasts the message to all of its four neighbors xY y I, xY y À I, x IY y, and x À IY y.
Case 2: Either x x H or y y H , but not both. xY y multicasts the message to its two neighbors x I Y y I and x P Y y P .
2.1: x x H and y T y H , i.e., along the y-axis. x I , y I , x P , and y P satisfy
x I x mod P y À y H sy À y H y I y sy À y H Â mod P y À y H I À sy À y H x P x À mod P y À y H Àsy À y H y P y sy À y H Â mod P y À y H I À Àsy À y H X IR 2.2: x T x H and y y H , i.e., along the x-axis. x I , y I , x P , and y P satisfy
x T x H and y T y H . xY y sends the message to its neighbor x Q Y y Q , where x Q and y Q satisfy
Proof. First, Case 1 is trivial. We now consider Case 3. In Case 3, we have x T x H and y T y H . That is, sx À x H and sy À y H take a value of either ÀI or I, which represent the directions of node xY y leaving the origin x H Y y H along the x-axis and the y-axis, respectively. Clearly, based on the broadcast pattern given in the previous section, in Quadrants I and III, where condition sx À x H Â sy À y H I is satisfied, xY y sends the message to its neighbor x sx À x H Y y when x À x H y À y H is even and sends the message to its neighbor xY y sy À y H when x À x H y À y H is odd. In summary, xY y sends the message to its neighbor x Q Y y Q , where
Similarly, in Quadrants II and IV, where condition sx À x H Â sy À y H ÀI is satisfied, xY y sends the message to its neighbor x Q Y y Q , where
Combining (17) and (18), we obtain (16). Finally, we consider Case 2, where either x x H or y y H but not both. In Case 2.1, where x x H and y T y H , since x À x H H, function sx À x H sH has no definition. However, we can assume that sx À x H takes two values, I and ÀI, plugs the two values of sx À x H into (16) separately, and obtains the two nodes as shown in (14) . It is easy to verify that these two nodes are exactly the two neighbors of node xY y described in Case 2.1 in the previous section. Similarly, we can prove Case 2.2.t u From the proof of Lemma 4, we can see that (16) can be viewed as a generic form of a node relaying the message of the origin to its neighbors. When x À x H H or y À y H H, we can let sx À x H or sy À y H take values I and ÀI, respectively, in (16) and obtain multiple neighbors to relay the message in this phase.
We have the following theorem concerning the broadcast pattern.
Theorem 2. Each node in an infinite mesh can be reached exactly once by using the broadcast pattern in Lemma 4.
Proof. Since the two-element set, (16), is always equal to fHY Ig, we have
Furthermore, note that from node xY y to node x Q Y y Q is in the direction of leaving the origin x H Y y H . Thus, we only need to prove that, in phase k, every k-neighbor is reached. By induction on phase k. It is easy to verify that the argument is true for k I and k P. Now, suppose that it is true for phase k. By Lemma 1, there are a total of Rk k-neighbors and Rk I k IEneighors. According to the broadcast pattern, among Rk k-neighbors, only four of them multicast the message of the origin to two k IEneighors and the rest of them only relay it to one k IEneighor. Thus, in total, Rk k-neighbors relay the message to k IEneighors R Â P Rk À R Â I Rk I times, which is exactly equal to the number of k IEneighors. It remains to show that among the Rk I relayed messages, no two are sent to 
Proof. By induction on phase d.
It is easy to see the theorem holds for phase 0 since, at the end of this phase, every node will send its message to its four neighbors.
The theorem also holds for phase 1. In fact, in phase 1, node x H Y y H receives four messages from its four neighbors, with one from each neighbor. By applying the broadcast pattern, the message that arrives at node x H Y y H and originates from x H IY y H will be relayed to two neighbors of node x H Y y H , which are x H sÀI Â mod P ÀI sÀIY y H mod P ÀI I À sÀI and x H sÀI Â mod P ÀI ÀsÀIY y H À mod P ÀI I À ÀsÀIY that is, x H À IY y H and x H Y y H À I. Similarly, at node x H Y y H , the message originating from node x H À IY y H will be relayed to nodes x H Y y H I and x H IY y H ; the message originating from node x H Y y H I will be relayed to nodes x H IY y H and x H Y y H À I; and the message originating from x H Y y H À I will be relayed to nodes x H Y y H I and x H À IY y H . We can see that, at the end of phase 1, two messages will be sent to each of the four neighbors,
Suppose the theorem holds for phase k À I, we now prove it also holds for phase k ! P. By induction hypothesis for phase k À I, the four neighbors of node x H Y y H each send k messages to node x H Y y H , thus Rk messages in total. Note that node x H Y y H has Rk k-neighbors and the messages originating from these nodes arrive at node x H Y y H in phase k. Thus, the Rk messages sent by the four 1-neighbors of node x H Y y H are exactly the messages originating from the Rk k-neighbors of node x H Y y H . Now, we show that, at the end of this phase, Rk I messages will be sent to the four neighbors of node x H Y y H , with each having k I messages. First, among the Rk k-neighbors, only four of them are on either the same row or the same column as node x H Y y H . Thus, the messages originating from these four k-neighbors will be relayed to two of the neighbors of node x H Y y H and the messages originating from the rest of the k-neighbors will be relayed to one of the neighbors of node x H Y y H . Therefore, a total of R Â P Rk À R Â I Rk I messages will be sent out from node x H Y y H at the end of phase k.
It remains to show that the Rk I messages are uniformly distributed to the four output buffers at node x H Y y H . Consider the Rk k-neighbors of node x H Y y H depicted in Fig. 9 . They can be grouped into four groups: in Quadrant I, x H lY y H k À l; in Quadrant II, x H À k lY y H l; in Quadrant III, x H À k lY y H À l; and, in Quadrant IV, x H lY y H À k l; for all l, H l k. Note that of the four special nodes x H Y y H k, x H À kY y H , x H Y y H À k, and x H kY y H each is counted twice and, thus, each group has k I nodes. We now show that node x H Y y H relays the messages originating from the nodes in the same group to the same 1-neighbor of it. It is not surprising that these special nodes reside in two groups since the messages originating from each of them are relayed to two 1-neighbors of node x H Y y H according to the broadcast pattern. For example, consider node x H Y y H k, which resides in both Quadrant I and Quadrant II. When calculating the broadcast pattern at node x H Y y H for the message originating from node x H Y y H k, though sx H À x H sH has no definition, as in the proof of Lemma 4, we actually treat it as sÀI and sI, separately, which correspond to Quadrant I and Quadrant II, respectively. Now, let's look at the group in Quadrant I: nodes
we can let both sx H À x H l and sy H À y H k À l take a value of ÀI. Thus, using the broadcast pattern in Lemma 4, the 1-neighbor of node x H Y y H that is chosen to relay the message originating from node
Through a similar calculation, we can obtain the nodes that are chosen to relay the messages originating from Quadrants II, III, and IV are
We have now proven that, for a given k, the messages originating from k I nodes in the same group are relayed to the same 1-neighbor of node x H Y y H and the messages originating from the nodes in different groups are relayed to the different 1-neighbors of node x H Y y H . Thus, the theorem holds for phase k.
t u Furthermore, we can obtain the following corollaries for a mesh and a torus.
Corollary 1.
In all-to-all broadcast using the algorithm in Table 2 in an n Â n torus, each channel between two adjacent nodes in the network relays
Proof. Similarly to the proof for Theorem 3, in phase d ! I, each node x H Y y H receives g d messages from all its d-neighbors via the channels connected to its four 1-neighbors, with
R messages on each channel. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have that the total number of messages through a single channel is
Corollary 2. In all-to-all broadcast using the algorithm in Table 2 in an n Â n mesh, each channel between two adjacent nodes in the network relays at most
Proof. The corollary holds by considering the traffic to the nodes at the corner of the mesh. t u
DELAY ANALYSIS IN ALL-TO-ALL BROADCAST
In this section, we analyze the communication delay of the newly proposed all-to-all broadcast algorithm. Unlike previous algorithms, our algorithm allows switching to be overlapped with transmission. In previous algorithms, each node can start to relay one message only after it completes the transmission of the previous message, while, in our algorithm, except phase I, at any time we always have more than one message waiting to be sent out in any direction. Therefore, we can pipeline the messages in all directions. Due to the simplicity and regularity of our algorithm, it is easy to implement in hardware to achieve a very short switching time. Our algorithm is optimal in transmission time and, in most cases, the total delay is close to the optimal value within only a small constant range. For a clean presentation, we only analyze the delay for a torus. A similar argument can be made for a mesh.
The following theorem gives the communication delay of the all-to-all broadcast algorithm.
Theorem 4. The total delay of the all-to-all broadcast algorithm for an n Â n torus is no more than
where , , , and v are the startup time, the switching time, the transmission time per byte, and the number of bytes per message, respectively. Proof. Each message is prepared once at the source node in the initial phase, then is relayed (unchanged) to neighbors via unicast or multicast (with fanout four in phase I and fanout two in other phases) based on the broadcast pattern. By Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, at each node in phase k, each input buffer receives gk R messages and each output buffer sends out g kI R messages. We assume two messages cannot be simultaneously transmitted on a single channel in the same direction and the switching times of two messages from the same output buffer cannot be overlapped. However, we allow the transmission time of one message to be overlapped with the switching time of another message. For the first message (in phase I), the total delay is v. Notice that it cannot have any overlap with the second message (i.e., the first message in phase P) because the second message relayed from one of its neighbors arrives at the current node right after the transmission of the first message completes. However, starting from the second message, we can have an overlap of the transmission time of one message and the switching time of another message because there is always more than one outgoing messages in any direction. Thus, the message transmission can work in a pipeline fashion. Fig. 10 shows the total delay for the first three phases of all-to-all broadcast, where Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b are the cases for v and b v, respectively. By Corollary 1, we know that the number of messages through a channel in each direction is n P ÀI R and, except for the first message, the switching and transmission of the subsequent messages can be overlapped. Thus, we conclude that the total delay for all-to-all broadcast is no more than
When we further consider the relationship between the switching time, , and transmission time of a message, v, we can rewrite Theorem 4 as follows: Corollary 3. The total delay of the all-to-all broadcast algorithm for an n Â n torus is no more than
Clearly, our algorithm is optimal in transmission time since the total transmission time of the algorithm is n P ÀI R v for a torus which matches the lower bound on the transmission time in Theorem 1. In addition, note that, by Theorem 1, the lower bound on the communication delay of all-to-all broadcast for a torus is n P ÀI R v. Therefore, Corollary 3 tells us that, if v, our algorithm is close to the optimal value within only a small constant . Since the broadcast pattern in this paper is simple and regular and each node uses the same pattern, message switching can be easily implemented in hardware in the router so that we can have a smaller switching time than the transmission time v, which enables the algorithm to achieve the optimum in practice.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new all-to-all broadcast algorithm in all-port 2D mesh and torus networks. The algorithm can be implemented in either packet-switched networks or virtual cut-through and wormhole-switched networks. We have proposed a novel broadcast pattern, which is described in terms of a few simple operations and can be easily implemented in hardware. Unlike existing allto-all broadcast algorithms, the proposed algorithm takes advantage of overlapping of message switching time and transmission time and achieves optimal transmission time for all-to-all broadcast. In addition, in most cases, the total communication delay is close to the lower bound of all-toall broadcast within a small constant range. The algorithm is conceptually simple and symmetrical for every message and every node so that it can be easily implemented in hardware and achieves the optimum in practice. Although we discussed only square meshes and tori in this paper since the broadcast pattern is based on an infinite mesh, the algorithm can be easily adapted to arbitrary sized meshes and tori. Finally, in [22] , we have extended the algorithm to multidimensional meshes and tori. 
